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SMARTLEDFLEX® Topflex

 Light to highlight architecture
 Homogenous light without visible dots
 Beam angle 120°
 Up to 865 lm/m
 Flexible linear body
 Round or square shape
 Up to 10 meters per line

NEW

SQUARE® S & M

LINE GRAZER® PLUS

 Architectural accent lighting
 Luminous flux range from 500 lm to
2000 lm
 Variety of types: Monocolor, RGBW &
SW
Anti-glare recessed optics
 7 beam angles: 9°, 20°, 40°, 48x10°,
10x48°, 55° and 75°
Flush cable gland
 Swivel (360°) and adjustable (180°)
projector
 Integrated driver
 Easy serial connection
 Thermal management certificate

Powerful wall washer up to 30m
 Lumens output up to 9500lm
Antiglare luminaire
 Flush wall washer
 3 beam angles: 12º, 33º and 39x14º
Perfect color mixing
Easy serial connection

NEW

NEW

BOW®

LEDFLOODSTRIP® PLUS

SMART DOT®

To highlight the outer edge of windows
and arches
Inner louvres to adjust the beam angle
on site.
Beam angle: 180° x 15°
 Leveling luminaire to correct windowsill
slope
 2m wire with lateral or backside cable
output

24V and 230V (monocolor 110°) types
 5 beam angles: 15°, 34°, 47°, 42x25°
and 110°
 4 Light colors: 2700K, 3000K, 4000K
and 6000K
 Monocolor, RGB and RGBW types
Not adjustable and adjustable versions
Anodized aluminium body and PMMA
diffuser

Customizable pixel for media applications
Plug&Play at its finest
Surface luminaires suitable for indoor
and in outdoor use
Daisy chain up to 32 Dots
Tall or flat diffuser types
Different daytime appearances due to
several diffuser’s finishes
High output (HO) and low output (LO)
versions
DMX-RDM control (Remote device 		
management)
Up to 500 lumens output in Ø60x30mm
Versatility for the cable’s input-output

NEW
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NEW

NEW

HANDRAIL DOT®

LINEAR FLEX®

SMOOTH® 85

 Dot designed to be integrated in new or
retrofitted handrails
 Suitable for outdoor: IP66, IK10, and
anti-vandalism
 Flat and curved types
 3 beam angles: 60º, 120º and 90º
(asymmetric)
 Luminous efficiency: 100 lm/W
316 stainless steel unibody dot
Polycarbonate lens
 Accessories: Installation tool and M16
Drill jig equipment

Cove lighting and other applications
3 MacAdam: chromatic stability control
 4 color temperature: 2700K, 3000K,
4000K and 6000K
 CRI>90, RGB, RGBW, DW and side view
types
 Wide range of powers, from 4,8W/m to
33,6W/m
 Dimmable flexible strip
 Up to 3074 lm/m
 It can be cut on size at site
IP20 and IP67
Accessories: aluminum profile, diffuser
and lenses

Track and semi-recessed types
230V and 110V versions
Control Type: On-off, DALI and 1-10V
 3 beam angles: 16º, 24 and 38º
 Lumens output: from 1900lm to 3300lm
Spotlight efficiency: 105 lm/W
Integrated multi-power driver inside
track adapter
Spotlight with glass included for easy
maintenance
Passive heat sink
Smooth design without screws and 		
slots
Accessories: honeycomb, refractor and
soft lens

NEW

LED

Light for high ceilings
 Luminaire efficiency 125 lm/W
2 beam angles: 70° and 110°
 Luminous flux range from 5000 to
23000 lm
 Easy changeable driver
 Excellent uniformity
 Extra flat (55 mm) and antiglare
 Modular light fixture every 375 mm
 Thermal test certificate

NEW

UPDATED

LFS® DOTFREE RGB/W

HIGH LITE® Gen2

NEW

NEW

Homogenous light without visible dots
Types Monocolor, RGB and RGBW
Adjustable and not adjustable types
 Powers up to 24 W/m
 Small dimensions
 Easy installation and d
 immable
 Easy serial connection, up to 10 m

DOWNITO® 70 IP65

 LED downlight for accent lighting
IP20, IP40 and IP65 types
Smart reflector: active + passive (paintable)
 Luminous flux 1000 lm
 Luminaire efficiency 89 lm/W
 3 beam angles: 35°, 50° and 70°
 Accessories available:
honeycomb, milky diffuser, color filter, etc.
 Thermal test certificate

LED

UPDATED

WIDER
RANGE
RGB/W

WIDER
RANGE
IP65
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